
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 13 Jan. 2023 

Compiled Fri. 13 Jan. 2023 12:01am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

 

Everything You Were Observing Right Now in US Politics  

Has Been Scripted 

It’s Part of  

The Plan to Save the World 

 

God Bless the U.S.A., with Dallyn Vail Bayles (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

 

Judy Note: On Thurs. 12 Jan. multiple stashes of classified documents that tied Biden to illegal 

deals with China were found in Biden’s personal possession. 

Is Biden a Traitor? It was also discovered that classified information has been sold to the 

Chinese Communist Party on behalf of Joe Biden in connection to the Obama presidency.  

This CCP corruption of buying classified documents was connected to China CCP 

Intelligence, who used the classified docs in leveraging, blackmailing U.S. Elites, Politicians and 

high level officers in the U.S. State Department. 

It was suspected that 70% of the money Congress targeted for Ukraine was sent to the 33 

Degree Free Masons Rockefellers-Jesuits-Rothchild’s Black Rock, which ran the U.S. 

Military Industrial Complex and created weapons and wars for illegal and Blackmail Money 

Laundering Operations across the globe. 

The CIA and Pentagon have yielded their power to entrap US Citizens, Politicians, Elites, 

Corporations and companies into Blackmail Operations. 

A former IRS Agent confided that US Income Tax was voluntarily and enforcement was illegal. 

It was rumored that by Fri. 20 Jan. we could have our Restored Republic with Trump as 

President and Robert F. Kennedy Jr. as Vice President. 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/god-bless-the-usa-dallyn-vail-bayles.html


 Wed. 11 Jan, 7:49 pm Texas Snake: “As of Wed. 11 Jan. all Banker Exchange Centers 

were on full Alert.‖ 

 Thurs. 12 Jan. MarkZ: Tonight is highly possible according to some of my bank 

sources. …Rumors that delivery of F&Ps would happen this weekend, but in asset 

backed money. …We continue to see movement on NDA’s from Whales, 

Paymasters and Groups. …The Tier4B notification window was from now to 

Tues. 31 Jan. …The Powers That Be do not want us to know the date.‖ 

 High Up Contact: Sun. 15 Jan. 2023 was the deadline for all levels to be fully loaded 

and ready to disperse funds, including Level 5, the General Public. 

 High Up Contact: March 2023 was the deadline to have all countries’ currencies of the 

world exchanging at a 1:1 with each other – a situation expected to last up to five years. 

B. Thurs. 12 Jan. 2023 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456# 

 Redemption Center Staff were on a Zoom Call today where they were told they would 

be on a one hour response time for Fri, Sat, and Sun. (13, 14, 15 Jan). 

 There was a 90% chance that Tier4b would be notified to set appointments that Fri. 

Sat. or Sun. and a 100% chance we would be notified Mon. Tues. or Wed. (16, 17, 18 

Jan.). 

 Bond Holder liquidity notification was Sun. or Mon. (15, 16 Jan.). 

 A surprise announcement would happen Mon. or Tues. That could be a NESARA 

announcement. 

C. Calendar of Events: 

 Mon. 9 Jan: the new gold/asset-backed Global Currency Reset (GCR) occurred, while 

the non asset-backed Crypto Market tanked. Liquidity started in the upper Tiers of the 

GCR, mass amounts of monies moved and a lot of test payments were made.  

 Tues. 10 Jan. Americans on vacation in Europe reported not being able to withdraw cash 

from their American Banks. Because those US bank’s monies were not asset-backed and 

in Basel 3 Compliance, around 50% of them began the process of either consolidating 

with other banks, or closing down. On that same Tues. House Republicans introduced a 

bill that would abolish the IRS, eliminate the National Income Tax and replace it with a 

national consumption Tax (implementation of the NESARA Law?) 

 Tues. 10 Jan. to Thurs. 26 Jan. Elites were attending the World Economic Forum in 

Davos Switzerland.  Ukraine’s Zelensky would speak, alongside CNN anchors and 

NATO chiefs on how to mind control The People into believing in ―The Great Reset,‖ 

―Build Back Better,‖ and ―You'll Own Nothing and Be Happy.‖ 

 Sat. 14 Jan. Orthodox New Year’s Day used by the Military. 

 Sun. 15 Jan. was the deadline for all Tier levels of the GCR to be fully loaded and ready 

to disperse funds, including Level 5, the General Public. 

http://www.thebigcall.net/


 Some time Mon. 16 Jan. to Fri. 20 Jan. the US reimbursement funds for interest paid 

should come out for US seniors (implementation of the NESARA Law?)  

 Tues. through Thurs. Jan. 17, 18, 19 have been designated as major Event Days. 

 Wed. 18 Jan: US expected to hit their debt limit, disrupting financial markets and the 

economy. 

 By Fri. 20 Jan. we could see announcement of a changeover to the original concepts of 

the US Constitution through announcement of the Restored Constitutional Government, 

which was acting as a model for Sovereign Governments across the Globe. 

 March 2023 was the deadline to have all 209 major countries’ currencies of the world 

exchanging at a 1:1 with each other – a situation expected to last up to five years. 

D. The Real News for Thurs. 12 Jan. 2023: 

 In July 2021 an announcement that Trump and Kennedy were leaving was made in 

front of the US Capitol as traffic was directed to be on hold on Pennsylvania Ave. They 

ONLY clear the Avenue, for the President and Vice President. 

 Trump Declares The Subpoena Dropped Against Him ―Dead‖ | Republican Informer 

 The Biased Corruption of  FEMA: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=215175 

 The Russiagate Lies: The Fake Tale of Russian Bots: 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/just-another-twitter-files-drop-russiagate-

lies-fake-tale-russian-bots/ 

 Trump and Edward Snowden Raise Interesting Question Regarding Timing of the 

Biden Classified Documents Scandal: 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/trump-edward-snowden-raise-interesting-

question-regarding-timing-biden-doc-scandal/ 

 BOOM! Speaker Kevin McCarthy Vows to Release ALL J6 Footage: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/boom-speaker-kevin-mccarthy-says-wants-

release-j6-footage-video/ 

 AG Garland appoints special counsel to take over Biden classified documents 

investigation, says an additional document has been found this morning: 

https://t.me/realx22report/9109 

 Kash Patel: I Think They’re Going to Find Out Joe Biden Had “Many More Places 

Where Documents were Improperly Stored” 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/kash-patel-think-going-find-joe-biden-

many-places-documents-improperly-stored-video/ 

 Biden Illegally Kept TOP SECRET Docs! Under Federal INVESTIGATION, 

Traitor for China?! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5oSdQ5oWtM 

 The Classified Documents Biden STOLE Have Been RELEASED! Presidency-

Ending BOMBSHELL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4rm6NFPk_c 

 Benny Show: -Report reveals Joe Biden’s Mishandled Classified Documents Include 

Intel Materials Related to Iran, Ukraine - Articles of impeachment filed against Mayorkas 

- House GOP votes to set up panel to probe the Deep State and the CCP 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-benny-show/id1584730781?i=1000593813271 
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 On Hunter Biden's recent Delaware Driver's license, his current residence is listed as 

"BARLEY MILL RD"— the SAME address where Joe Biden kept troves of stolen 

classified documents 

 It's this simple: CCP China have over 100 million in donations to the University of 

Pennsylvania. Nearly 400% more in foreign donations was given to UPENN than 

any other U.S. Universities. THE BIDEN CENTER is located at the University of 

Pennsylvania. And through BIDEN and the Biden Center think tanks (ELITES who sold 

CLASSIFIED information to CCP on behalf of Joe Biden in Connection to OBAMA 

presidency. This CCP corruption of buying CLASSIFIED documents is connected to 

China CCP Intelligence who used the classified docs in leveraging, blackmailing U.S. 

Elites, Politicians, high level officers in U.S. government State departments. As well as 

buying CLASSIFIED INFORMATION and back channels windows into World 

Government servers and computers using DARPA technology that is connected to 

Microsoft. 

 Mueller, Rosenstein and Sessions were appointed by Trump. They conducted the 

investigation. The media and the Left were coerced into worshipping these players, 

under the illusion they were ―going after‖ Trump. The concept is simple. The Left will 

only believe earth shattering news from people they have been conditioned to like. So we 

condition the Left to like people who will end up delivering bad news to them. *Enter 

Garland stage left. 

 

. Behind the Scenes:  

 Trump pushed for McCarthy for a reason (we all know McCarthy is [DS] and 

supporting Ukraine and getting BILLIONS to the Ukraine  money laundering system that 

returns the money to the U.S. Military Industrial Complex system. 

 In short 70% of the money going to Ukraine is being sent back to the 33 Degree Free 

Masons Rockefellers-Jesuits-Rothchild’s BlackRock, who run the U.S. Military 

Industrial Complex, who create weapons and wars for the world money laundering 

operations. 

 Trump is playing a game to expose McCarthy and the Deep State Republicans (Rinos) 

in the moment Trump must be the person who seems to unite the Republicans even 

though Trump knows the U.S. was a captured operation and the Courts were captured by 

the Cabal Deep State. 

 Trump knows a huge exposure of the CIA, Pentagon, FBI, DOJ is coming. This has 

already begun with the Pentagon in chaos as leaks continue. The Pentagon is deeply 

involved in the 2012-2013 creation and funding of the Covid-19 Virus bioweapon and 

vaccines with their connections to the CDC, Fauci, Daszak. 

 It’s all connected to War, Money Laundering and the US Military Industrial War 

Complex Satanic System. You were watching a very highly complicated Plan that was 

connected to exposing the World Military Complex System and the Deep State – a Plan 

that involved exposing the US being captured by foreign domestic operations.  



 Everything is leading to the exposure of DARPA, Pentagon, CIA, FISA (United 

States Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court). This court is operated by the DARPA 

(who controls the CIA, Pentagon and FISA). 

 They give power to the Deep State Military Intelligence, who illegally by pass 

Congress, the United States courts and three branches of government by holding their 

own FISC court. 

 This procedure gives the CIA and Pentagon the power to entrap US Citizens, 

politicians, Elites, Corporations and companies into Blackmail operations. 

 They create Military Coups across the World and bring down countries and 

governments including using FISA to run foreign interference in US Elections. 

 Panic in the Pentagon as the White Hats expose the FISA Deep State Pentagon regime. 

. Must See Videos: 

 Thurs. 12 Jan. SGAnon: New SGAnon File 35: A Special Announcement | FAA 

Grounding | Covert Spec/Ops Reorienting Society | WEF Cyber Pandemic | Prophecy | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 11 Jan. Situation Update: Situation Update: Possible FAA Computer Hack 

Grounds US Domestic Flights! Biden Classified Docs Scandal! Russia Fighting NATO 

In Ukraine! House Passes Defund IRS Bill! - We The People News | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 12 Jan. Charlie Ward: New Charlie Ward: The New Fed Chairman Donald 

Trump! | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 12 Jan. X22 Report: X22 Report: 25th Amendment Coming For Biden! How Do 

You Sneak One In! Deep State In A Deep Panic! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 
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the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and articles. 

The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing truths about 

the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was rampant in our 

international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 12, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 11, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 10, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 9, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 7, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 6, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 5, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 
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